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AutoCAD, formerly known as AutoCAD R14, is one of the most popular and widely used CAD applications in
the world. It was designed and marketed by Autodesk (formerly known as AutoDesk), a software company

known for its AutoCAD product line, a digital computer-aided design (CAD) and drafting software application
which was first released in December 1982 as a desktop app running on microcomputers with internal graphics
controllers. AutoCAD was originally introduced as a drawing program for architecture, civil engineering, and
mechanical drafting, but it was quickly adopted by a number of different industries including construction,

electrical, and automotive engineering. AutoCAD comes in two versions: AutoCAD LT and AutoCAD
Standard. The former has fewer features, has slower performance, and runs on a lower-end computer. The latter

version has all the same features as AutoCAD LT, but runs on a computer with more powerful graphics
hardware. In addition to the basic AutoCAD drawing program, AutoCAD has a variety of complementary tools
and plug-ins. The core drawing, modeling, and graphics software is accompanied by these tools: • The Drafting

toolbar, which contains functions for drawing and editing geometry. • The Feature toolbar, which contains
functions for editing construction features such as walls, roofs, and floors. • The Locate toolbar, which helps you

select or move items on the screen and place them on specific points on the drawing. • The Measure toolbar,
which lets you measure and draw dimensions. • The Annotation toolbar, which provides many functions for

displaying and editing annotations on the drawing. • The Plot toolbar, which helps you plot objects and areas. •
The Options toolbar, which provides functions for setting application preferences, accessing the Help system,

and using the software’s drawing/automation scripting language. • The Utilities toolbar, which provides
functions for managing your drawing and saving your drawing as a DWG file. • The Viewport toolbar, which

lets you change the appearance of your drawing. • The drawing workspace, which provides a variety of functions
that make it easier to control the parts of your drawing. AutoCAD Drawing and Navigation At the center of
AutoCAD are two horizontally aligned displays: a 2D drawing area and a 3D modeling area. These areas are

arranged side-by-side,
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Documentation AutoCAD has some of the best technical documentation available for any CAD product. It has
thousands of pages of hands-on tutorials, how-to's, whitepapers, applications, scripting and API documentation.

All AutoCAD documents are available to all users for online viewing and downloading. In addition, several
universities offer AutoCAD tutorials online. AutoCAD Exchange AutoCAD Exchange (ACE) is the AutoCAD
XML database, which contains technical information about all CAD files that AutoCAD has opened or created.

It can be accessed and viewed with a web browser. ACE is used to manage drawings, add layer based
information and attach annotation. Users can search for drawings using a wide variety of search criteria.

AutoCAD Exchange enables users to attach notes and comments to drawings, as well as annotate drawings with
non-standard properties (such as toolbars and dials) that don't show up in the traditional drawing window. In
addition, users can attach links and attachments to drawings, which can be accessed from anywhere within

AutoCAD. Usage Although Autodesk, Inc. currently claims to be the world's leading PC-based, 2D
CAD/Drafting/Drafting solution for the design, construction, and manufacture of building products, such as

Commercial and Industrial Architecture, Architecture and Engineering, Design and Construction, Global City
Planning, Land Development and Infrastructure, and Landscape Architecture, it has its history dating back to
1979. The industry adoption of AutoCAD started in 1981 as the company's very first CAD product, ADM-1,
which was an extension of CAD-2D (a unique early CAD program developed in the late 1970s). The industry

use of AutoCAD was primarily aimed at the commercial sector. Initially, CAD-2D (the first version of
AutoCAD) was priced at US$10,000. The Autodesk AutoCAD team promised an upgrade to CAD-2D in 1982,

but the release was delayed until 1983. In the early 1980s, AutoCAD's focus was to provide engineering and
architectural 2D drafting. After the release of AutoCAD 2D in 1983, the company started developing CAD-3D,
a 3D drafting software, to support construction products. CAD-3D initially lacked many 3D capabilities. After
several years of development, the development team introduced a preview of the new, 3D-based, a1d647c40b
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What's New In?

Use markup assist to bring context and complexity into your drawings, and to make changes to your drawings
that are kept up-to-date with Revit and other construction management systems. (video: 1:23 min.) Other notable
features: User-defined options can now be edited on the go with the mobile app, including customizing the
ribbon. Build with confidence with improved error checking. 3D graphics and blocks for more data in your
models and help with 3D printing. Enhanced graphics and better usability with our Quick Guided Toolbars.
Visio: A new collection of diagrams makes it easy to add, organize and share your diagrams. Use folders,
template styles, and navigation to quickly add and organize your own diagrams. (video: 1:24 min.) Re-invented
Visio’s prototyping experience. With more intuitive and streamlined tools, create your models more quickly and
easily. And for the first time in Visio, create your models from within any design program. (video: 1:16 min.)
Other notable features: Include client-centric templates for collaborative design work, including multiple views
and ability to comment on existing designs. Better compatibility with Windows 10 and better support for touch
devices. Revit: Build smarter with models that are visually engaging and up to date. Collaborate on designs with
the new Merge Design dialog and larger, interconnected views. Easily share designs with clients and
collaborators. (video: 1:16 min.) Save time with the new multi-task tools, like the Layout tab for quickly
applying multiple updates to multiple views at once. Enhance your team’s design experience with the new
Application Launcher. Use it to quickly load your own favorite tools, workflows and templates and access
Revit’s cloud storage features. Other notable features: New workflow tools make it easier to import and manage
worksets and content libraries for projects, and new file-based functions let you easily navigate and work with
metadata. Graphical interface changes make more information visible in the title bar, like the current selection
and toggle options. Floor Plans: Create floor plans in minutes with the new Floor Plan Viewer tool. Easily bring
your drawings to life with layouts and see how your floor plan will look in person. (video: 1:16 min.)
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

OS: Windows XP SP3, Windows Vista SP2 or Windows 7 SP1 Windows XP SP3, Windows Vista SP2 or
Windows 7 SP1 RAM: 1 GB 1 GB GPU: GTX 650 GTX 650 CPU: 1.8 GHz 1.8 GHz Hard Disk: 5 GB free
space 5 GB free space DirectX: Version 11 Version 11 Graphic Card: Required Required Installation Notes:
This can be run in multi-boot, because we create only one program file. This
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